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Simply Good
The Bag-in-Box dispenser is the perfect solution
for all ready-to-drink products such as juices
without fruit pulp, milk, water, wine, or iced tea.
Thanks to a closed system, the drink and device
always remain separate from each other and, therefore, the highest hygiene standards are satisfied.
This means that the Bag-in-Box is ideally
suitable for every installation site.
MODEL

BIB 310 EA ST MB, GRAY

The Advantages at a Glance
 The highest hygiene standards allow installation at every location
 Simple handling, minimum cleaning effort
 Digital temperature control
 Temperature of the product between +3 ° C and + 7° C
 Lockable system
 Compatible with the Vitop system
 Lighting in the door and the dispenser
 Large area branding possibilities
 Robust metal housing
 Made in Germany

BIB210 G02

MODEL

BIB 210 EA DT, BLACK

COLOURS
CONTENT

2 × 10 L

BIB310 G02

COLOURS
CONTENT

white

black

WEIGHT

40,5 kg

CONNECTION

230 V

white

POWER

140 W

black

WEIGHT

CONNECTION

43 kg

230 V

Display, dispensing buttons

manual, electrical

3 × 10 L

foiled

foiled
POWER

140 W

optional
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RAL-colours
W×H×D

36 × 72 × 55 cm

RAL-colours
W×H×D

50,5 × 72 × 55 cm

Outstanding and Impressive
High-quality components are used exclusively in
the production – Made in Germany. The Bag-in-Box
dispenser is impressive due to its robust metal
housing and stable operation in long-term use.
At the customer’s request, the dispenser can be
equipped with additional technical details as well
as an individual visual appearance and so offers
solutions for all needs.

Technical Design Possibilities
 Thermostat control at the front
 Automatically portionable dispensing
 Pump systems for highly viscous products such as mustard
 Bag empty detection
 Optionally with manual or electrical dispensing

Individual Design Possibilities
 Individual choice of colour or foiling of the housing
 Display plug-in unit at the front
 Illumination of the door with an LED panel
 Illumination of the dispensing buttons
 Door design with or without flavour labelling

Flexible and Versatile
Your product has not been filled in the ready to dispense Bag-in-Box packaging?
No problem. With accessories, there is a solution for almost everything.

Canister
10 litres, for individual
filling

Adapter Vitop
adapter for the Bag-inBox with Vitop dispenser

Basket for tubular bags
for the use of loose tubular bags
without cardboard packaging

Part No. 1000231

Part No. 1001697

Part No. 1001308
(Delivery without tubular bag)
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A Striking Appearance Guaranteed
With large-area advertising possibilities, the Bag-in-Box
dispenser ensures a powerful brand image for your product
directly at the point of sale.
The unique design is already possible with minimum quantity
purchases, thereby promoting your product sales.

MODEL
BIB 210 EA ST MB, WHITE-ALUMINUM

MODEL
BIB 210 EA ST OB, WHITE

MODEL
BIB 210 EA ST OB, RED

MODEL
BIB 210 EA ST MB, WOOD FOIL

The Bag-in-Box dispenser ensures a
promotionally effective brand image!
Please talk to us, we will be happy to advise you!
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Only our General Terms and Conditions apply.
NOSCH® and Granitor® are registered trademarks of NOSCH GmbH.
Disclaimer: subject to errors and technical modifications, colours,
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